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1. Introduction
Few words about Lost In Space Ecosystem

What is Lost In Space Ecosystem?
Lost In Space Ecosystem is an Elrond-based ecosystem that aims to create di�erent
sources of income for its participants and secure the Elrond space by creating a

suite of dApps for developers and daily users.

What is Lost In Space Ecosystem’s Mission
Lost In Space Ecosystem’s mission is to be recognized as a top-tier project on the
Elrond network and to set a standard among Elrond projects by building dApps,

educating people, and creating long-term sources of passive revenue for users.

What is Lost In Space Ecosystem’s Motivation
Lost In Space Team’s motivation comes from the fact that a lot of people use the

opportunity of DeFi only to create a source of income for THEMSELVES, instead
of creating long-term projects that will truly help the users of a blockchain. We are

here to build, improve and innovate.

—

2. Reward Systems
How Lost In Space Ecosystem will reward its holders?

Reward system #1: Staking/Farming Pools
After the Lost In Space NFT collection is sold out, $120,000 will be allocated to

create staking/farming pools, choosing the ones with the biggest APY (at this
moment, the LKMEX pool - over 100% APY); Doing simple math, in one year, over
$120,000 worth of LKMEX (if the price will be the same or higher than) will

be redistributed to our NFT owners.



People that own 1-5 NFTs will receive the rewards of a $10,000 worth of LMEX
pool.

People that own 6-10 NFTs will receive the rewards of a $30,000 worth of LMEX
pool.

People that own +10 NFTs will receive the rewards of a $60,000 worth of LMEX
pool.

We will create an additional $20,000 worth of LKMEX pool from where we will
reward top 10 NFT owners.

The redistribution of rewards will be automatically. NFT holders don’t need to do any
actions or to connect their wallet somewhere. Lost In Space team will use snapshots from

https://elrondscan.com/ in order to award the holders.

Reward system #2: Income Redistribution
In order to increase the �oor price of Lost In Space NFTs, we will give back to

holders $120,000 worth of EGLD based of the number of sold NFTs as following:

1,000 NFTs sold = $20,000 to be redistributed to top 100 holders ($200 worth of
EGLD to each holder);

5,000 NFTs sold = $40,000 to be redistributed to top 200 holders ($200 worth of
EGLD to each holder);

10,000 NFTs sold = $60,000 to be redistributed to top 200 holders ($300 worth of
EGLD to each holder);

The redistribution of rewards will be automatically. NFT holders don’t need to do any
actions or to connect their wallet somewhere. Lost In Space team will use snapshots from

https://elrondscan.com/ in order to award the holders.

https://elrondscan.com/
https://elrondscan.com/


Reward system #3: Royalty Redistribution
As you know, every NFT project has a special tax on each transaction called royalty.
Lost In Space NFTs will have 10% royalties - 6% will be redistributed to holders

through giveaways and 4% will be used for development.

Reward system #4: Lost In Space Token & In-game power ups
After all of our NFTs are sold out we will use the funds to:

- launch our native token: Lost In Space Token;
- start the development of our in-browser 2D game;

For both, every NFT holder will have bene�ts such as access to LIS token private sale,
bonuses in the pre-sale, higher APY on staking/farming for LIS token, in-game

power-ups and access to beta testing.

More details about LIS token and LIS web-game will be added to this whitepaper
while we move further.

—

3. Board of  administration
The privileges for top 10 holders

Top 10 holders will be approached by the Lost In Space team in order to create a
board of administration that will decide the future moves of our project. They will
have access to our private meetings and will be able to set and track the goals of our

ecosystem.

—



4. NFT Sale Phases & Prices
How do we organize the sale phases of our NFTs?

We will have 3 sale phases for our NFTs:

Phase 1: Private sale
Available for: Whitelisted users (See more details about the whitelist process:

discord.gg/9BjqxAnc3V)

Mint price: 0.3 EGLD

Supply: 1,000 NFTs

Phase 2: Public pre-sale
Available for: For everybody

Mint price: 0.4 EGLD

Supply: 2,000 NFTs

Phase 3: Public sale
Available for: For everybody

Mint price: 0.5 EGLD

Supply: 7,000 NFTs

This phase will be divided in three drop rounds as following:
1st drop: 2,000 NFTs
2nd drop: 2,500 NFTs
3rd drop: 2,500 NFTs

http://discord.gg/9BjqxAnc3V


—

5. Budget Allocation
How will we organize our budget?

After each sale phase is completed, our treasury will have 4600 EGLD (approx.
$690,000 if 1 EGLD = $150) and those funds will be used as following:

- $120,000 for “Reward system #1”;
- $120,000 for “Reward system #2”;

- $200,000 for Dapps & Game Development;
- $50,000 for LLC Creation & Administration;

- $100,000 for Marketing;
- $100,000 for Core Team;

All of our wallets will be posted on this whitepaper, so our investors will be able to track
them using Elrond’s block explorer.

—

6. Marketing
What is our marketing strategy?

As we just launched our Social Media channels we are focused on organic growth -
no paid followers or Discord members; We want to push organic growth as much as

possible using giveaways and our reward systems.

After the private-sale round, we will start to use 3rd party methods to boost our
marketing: in�uencer campaigns, paid PR campaigns on Yahoo Finance, Bloomberg,

Nasdaq, MarketWatch and Benzinga.



—

7. Team

Our team is built from two Web3 developers with over 10 years of experience in
React.js/Next.js and Solidity, one full-stack Rust developer and two co-founders: one

of them is currently running a DeFi ecosystem on Binance Smart Chain with a
market cap of $1,4 millions and over 5,000 holders.

The core team (the 2 co-founders) are planning to be doxxed right before the �rst sale
phase (The Private Sale Phase), while the identity of developers will not be revealed

in order to keep the competitive advantage.

—

Thank you for your time and attention!
As we said, this whitepaper will be updated periodically. We will announce publicly

every modi�cation that we made, on our Social Media Channels.


